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I. Formulation of the problem 

Let us examine the effect of the disturbing variable in a lincar control 
system, in ·which the actuating signal is of the sampled-data type. \Ve are 
assuming that the period of sampling T is constant and that the sampling time 
To is so short in comparison ·with the former one that the sampled signals can 
be assumed to be Dirac impulses. 

We are limiting our considerations to systems satisfying the following 
two conditions. 1. The controlled variable reaches the prescribed steady state 
condition within a finite settling time under the effect of a typical reference 
input (step signal, ramp function, acceleration signal). 2. The average value 
of the square of the difference between the controlled variable corresponding 

to a stationary stochastic reference input of determined statistical character
istics on the one hand, and the prescribed value of this on the other hand is 
minimum (with respect to the sampling instants). The pulse compensators 
of these systems can be directly designed [3]. 

The disturbing variable is assumed to be acting at the output of the 
controlled system. The effect of a disturbing variable acting at another point can 
be theoretically reduced to this case, in practice, however, this reduction 
meets with difficulties. 

The effect of the disturbing variahle is examined from two aspects. 
On the oue hand we assume that the disturhing variahle is changing as a step 
function and the change of the controlled variable in the sampling instants 
is examined. The requirement is that the effect of the disturhing variahle should 
disappear as rapidly as possible. On the other hand we determine the statistical 
error corresponding to the stationary stochastic disturbing variahle of given 
statistical characteristics, i.e. the average value of the square of the controlled 
variahle with respect to the sampling instants. The performance of the system 
with respect to the disturbing variable is the better, the lower is the settling 
time and the statistical error of the output signal produced by the disturbing 
variable. 
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2. The examination of the basic system 

Let us first consider a system 'which was designed only with respect to 
the reference input [3]. The block diagram is shown in Fig. 1. Here X denotes 
the reference input, Y the controlled yariable, U the disturbing yariable, D the 
pulse compensator, GT the hold circuit, G s the controlled system. If only the 
yalues occurring at the sampling instants are examined, then we can calculate 
with discrete transforms haying the -variable Z = e-sT

, 'where s denotes the 
yariable of the Laplace transformation. 

u 
---6--

y 

Fig. 1 

The transfer function corresponding to the reference input is 

W(Z) = r Y(Z) 1 = Yx(Z) = 
X(Z) l'=f) X(Z) 1 

D(Z) G(Z) 

D(Z) G(Z) 

The transfer function corresponding to the disturbing -variable is 

W u(Z) = I }:(Z)] 
. D(Z) x=o 

Yu(Z) 

U(Z) 
1 = 1- W(Z). 

1 + D(Z) G(Z) . 

(1) 

(2) 

Accordingly in the case of a follow-up system, the transfer function correspond
ing to the disturhing yariahle differs only in the sign from the error transfer 
function. 

If the :3YStem has been designed to follow the m-order referencc input 

tm - 1 

xm(t) = l(t) ---
(m 1)! 

(3) 

'without steady-state error, then the transfer function satisfies the require

ment [5,3] 

1- W(Z) = (1 (4) 

'where Co(Z) is a polynomial which can be determined on the basis of the other 
conditions. It follows from this, that 

1. not only the effect of a step-like (m = 1), but even of an m-order dis
turbing variable disappears after a finite settling time in the sampling instants 

and 
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2. the settling time corresponding to the disturbing variable is identical 
with the settling time Ts = TT corresponding to the reference input, where 
T is the degree of the transfer function. 

The first characteristic is apparently favourable, since the requirements 
for the reference input are generally more l'igid, hcnce in most cases m > l. 
HO'I'cYer., it is known that the crror signal of a system tuned for a reference 
input of higher order is of a strongly oYel'shooting character. Accordingly the 
"same applies for the controlled yariable excited by the disturbing yariahle, 
which is disadyantagcous. The second characteristic is similarly disadvanta
geous, sincc thc possibly rapid elimination of the effect of the disturbing variable 
is desirable. 

Thc statistical crror corresponding to a stochastic disturbing yariable 
is giyen hy the formula 

,vhcrc Ruz/Z) denote::: thc two-sided discrcte trall:3form of thc autocorrelation 
function of thc c1i;:turhing yariable. In our case 

rr"!Z(z) = 1- rr"(Z) = 1- 2fwt Z i . (6) 
i~l 

In a manner quite similar to the calculation carried out in [3], it can bc proved 
that 

r 

y '" H'~ ':"IU~ I (7) 
i~l 

The meaning of the coefficicnts is 

1 J - ~ -R(j) (0' ..:.. ~ _---' __ "'-C.." R R ) .'- Uj - ., lUU ) i -:::.. . es ~'UU(f(l1h , 

]. iz //·uh 

(8) 

(9) 

"where (-iuiz dcnote::: the poles of the fUllction RZIll(Z) insidc the unit circle. 
On de:::igning the system wc hayc assumcd that [1, 3] 

n a 
W(Z) = A(Z) B(Z) = .::;' a/cZI;.:2 biZi , (10) 

1;=0 i~l 

2 Periodica PolytechIlieu El. YII/-L 
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where B(Z) is a known polynomial, A(Z) in turn will be determined in the course 
of designing. We can introduce the coefficients 

r 

Buk = ~ bj _ Ie NIuj ' 
j=l 

By incorporating these, the formula for the statistical error is [3] 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

This is absolutely identical in form with the formula for the statistical error 
corresponding to the reference input. 

3. Compensation for the disturhing variable 

The performance of the controlled yariable, as the effect of the reference 
input and of the disturbing yariable, respectiyely, can be influenced separately, 
if two pulse compensators are applied as is shown in the block diagram of Fig. 
2 [4]. The formulae for the transfer functions in this case, are 

TV(Z' = Yx(Z) = __ D-=l (Z_)c-G_(,--Z-,-) __ 
) X(Z) 1 ~ D1(Z) D~(Z) G(Z) 

TV .(Z _ Y 1 
L' )- X(Z) 1 Dl(Z) D~(Z) G(Z) 

From these the transfer functions of the pulse compensators are 

Let 

D (2 = _117(Z) 
L) TVdZ)G(Z) 

D,,(Z) = 1 TVu(Z) 
- W(Z) 

G(Z) 
G1(Z) G2(Z) 

G3(Z) Gj(Z) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(18) 

'where all the functions Gi(Z) are polynomials and the zeros of G1(Z) and G:3(Z) 
are outside the unit circle, while the zeros of G2(Z) and G.j(Z) are inside 
the unit circle. The transfer function can be written in the form 

W(Z) (19) 
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If the controlled system is not stable in itself, i.e. G.1(Z) r= 1, then the poles 
resulting in the instability of the system can be eliminated by choosing 

(20) 

where Co(Z) is an arbitrary polynomial for the time being. The factor Gj(Z) 
should, therefore, not be contained in [1-W( Z)] in this case [4]. Thus the 

Fig. :2 

determination of W(Z) in the general case is the same as for a system contain
ing a 8ingle pulse compensator, if the controlled system is then stable in itsefl 

[3J. 
The steady-state effect of a step formed, disturbing variable can be 

eliminated by choosing 

,,-here C1(Z) and C2(Z) are arbitrary polynomials for the time being. On the 
other hand, - since W-(Z) must contain the factor G2(Z), otherwise in view 
of (16) Dl would not be stable, - therefore according t0 (17) [1 - Wc;(Z)] 
should also contain this so as to ensure the stability of D 2 , con»equently 

(22a) 

If after a step form disturbing variable a ripple-free settling is required, then 
it can be proved by the modified discrete transformation, - the calculatiom 
are not detailed here, - that [1 - W-c(Z)] should contain the factor 
Gj(Z) G2(Z), hence then 

(22b) 

is necessary. In the two cases, let 

(23a) 

resp. 

(23b) 

2* 
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Our task is to choose the degree of the polynomial 

(24) 

which is for the time being arbitrary, and to determine the cocfficients. Thus, 
the expression for the transfer function corresponding to the disturbing 
variahle is 

r1:! 

)-' C/cgi-Jc· 
k=O 

(25) 

(26 ) 

If the controlled system is stable in itself, then condition (21) is equiyulent 

to condition 

1f'l(Z = 1) = 1 o. (27) 

Le. to thc condition equation 

1 
(28) 

f () 

If the only aspect is to eliminate the effect of the disturbing yariable as rapidly 

as possible, then by choosing Co = ;' fJ' according to (22) W'c,(Z) is determined, 
and thus dcsigning is finished. That which has so far been discussed in Chapter 
3 is the adoption of rcsults dcscribed in [4], with slight modifications. 

Let us nO'I' examine the cxpression for the stati;:tical error. We can see 
upon comparing formulae (22) and (6) that result (7) can be adopted hy suh-
stituting lri = 

1 _ 
1\ 11 , 

2 
(29) 

'where the expressions for Jluj and ~-\'1I are giyen by (8) and (9), respeetiyely. 

\Ve may ab:o adopt form (13), hut now Cl I, = Ck and bi = gi' i.e. 

(30) 

,I-here the meaning of the coefficients, in the manner of (11) and (12) is 

(31 ) 

(32) 
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Coefficients c" should be chosen in such a 'way, that ~2 should be minimum 
and at the same time the auxiliary conditions (21) and (28) should be satisfied. 
For the determination of the' coefficients by the method described in [3] 
'we obtain the following linear system of equations. 

nu: 
Y ..fi llSk el{ 

1(:"0 
(33) 

(34) 

where A llSk = A llp , P = is - k ). This means (nu + 2) linear equations for 
the determination of the (n u + 1) unkno'wn coefficients c" and of the Lagrange 
parameter J. which is of no interest. By solving the system of equations, 
C( Z) and so also W u( Z) is kno·wn. ,Ve should check whethcr the performance 
of the controlled variable corresponding to the disturbing variable is satis
factory in the case of the chosen value nu. If necessary, the calculation is repeat
ed by another degree nu. Finally the transfer function of the pulse compensators 
is determined by applying formulae (16) and (17). 

4. An illustrative example 

a) Basic data 

Let the transfer function of the controlled system be 

Gs(s) = Ko 
s(s 1) 

(35) 

Select the value T = 1 for the period of sampling, then 

1 e- S 1(0 
G(s) = GT(s) Gs(s) = K 1 ---

S s(s 1) 

= KoK1[1- e-S
] I~ -~ + -l-l' l s- s s + 1 

(36) 

G(Z) = ToKoK1[1- Z] [ Z - _1_ 1 J 
(1 - Zp 1 - Z 1 - e-1 Z . 

(37) 

After reduction, by using the notation K = e-1 ToKoK1' 

G(Z) = K Z(l + 0.718 Z) 
(1 - Z) (1 - 0.368 Z) 

(38) 
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Let us assume that the autocorrelation function of the stochastic refer
ence input and of the disturbing yariable, respectiyely, is 

- e-~ 
R ... (Z) = +- . ...... 1 _·,Z' Z _.,' -e- -e-

(39) 

(40) 

From these, the parameters necessary for the calculation,partly on the basis 
of [3] are 

cVIj = 2c~ e-~j, N = 2c~, Pi = 2c~ e- 2
" Q = c.~ ; 

iVIuj = 2cZ1 e- j , Nu = 2cZ1 ; 

A p = 2c~ e-2p , Bp = 2c~ e-2(p ···1) ; 

4 - 'J 2 - P B - 'J 2 -(p -1) - up - _c" e , up - ~cu e . 

After this the transfer functions can be calculated. 

b) Designing for the reference input 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

This step is not closely connected to the questions here raised, therefore 
the calculation was performed according to [3] only shortly. 

We 'want to determine the transfer function W(Z) relying upon the follo'w
ing conditions. 1. The controlled yariable should eyen follo'w an output signal 
of the form of a ramp function without steady-state error, i.e. m = 2. 2. Set
tling is required only for the sampling instants; the system is not ripple-free, 
hence B(Z) = Gz(Z) = Z. 

Let us choose the yalue n = 3, whereby the settling time is Ts = 4. 
By selecting one parameter later, the system of equations for the coefficients 

ak is [3] 

(45 ) 

Upon solying the system of equations, by eyaluating the error signal and the 
statistical error corresponding to the unit step, we find that the oyershoot is 
minimum if a3 = -1.083, while the statistical error is minimum if a3 = -1.594. 
Let us select the value a;l = -1.200, then we obtain the results 

W(Z) = -O.lSlZ 2.101Z2 + 0.249Z3-1.200Z4 , 

P 1(Z) = -l.OOO-1.151Z + O.951Z2 + 1.200Z3 

Pz(Z) = -Z - 2.1S1Z2 - 1.200Z3 , 

,2 = 5.346 c;. 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 
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Both the maximum oyershoot and the statistical error are excessively high, 
hence in practice it :would be more to the purpose to further diminish these 
characteristics at the expense of increasing the settling time. As an illustration 
of the process, however, we should be content with the above results. 

c) Systems not compensated for the disturbing variable 

If the system is not compensated in respect of the disturbing variable, 
then "we obtain an arrangement having a block diagram as shown in Fig. 1. 
The unit step, the output signal excited by the disturbing yariable is in accord
ance with (2) and (47), 

Yu(Z) 1.000 + l.I5IZ - 0.95IZ~ - 1.200Z3 ; (50) 

Tsu = 4. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 3 by the curve marked 1. The continuous output 
signal was determined by the modified discrete transformation. The above 
solution only supplied the values arising at the sampling instants. This signal 
shape cannot at all be regarded as satisfactory. The satistical error, in view 
of (13), is 

(51) 

which is similarly a high yalue. The transfer function of the only pulse compen
sator of the system is giyen by 

D(Z) = _ 0.151 (1 - 0.368Z) (1-13.952 Z -1.656 Z2 + 7.968 Z3) (52) 

J( (1 0.718 Z) (1 - Z) (1 + 2.151 Z + 1.200 Z2) 

cl) lVlinimum settling time 

If the main aspect is that the effect of the step-form disturbing variable 
should disappear at the sampling instants as rapidly as possible, then in view 

of (28), by choosing Co = Yu = 1, we obtain 

(53) 

The change of the controlled yariable now is 

Yu(Z) = 1, TSll = 1 , (54) 

i.e. the disturbing variable has already no effect in the case k = 2 (Figs 3 
and 4, curv£> 2a). At the same time the statistical error is 

1.264 c;. (55) 
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These yalues are far more fayourable than those obtained in the preyious case. 
The transfer function of the pulse compensators is, by force of formulae (16) 
and (17), 

D (Z) = - 0.151 _1 __ 0_._36_8_Z __ (1 - 13.952 Z - 1.656 Z~ 
1 K 1 0.718Z 

(56) 

1 1 
D.)(Z) = - --------------

- 0.151 1 - 13.952 Z - 1.656 Z2 + 7.968 Z3 
(57) 

I f,~ _26 
YU!f,2 ~i-c2 .:J 

"I 
t,O 

08 3 

06 2 

a" 
02 

0 
6 

02 

at, 
a6 

08 
t,O 

1,2 
1,t, 
1,6 

t,8 

Fig,3 

Both transfer functions are simpler than D(Z) determined above, whereby 
realization is facilitated in most cases. 

e) Reduction of the statistical error 

The statistical error corresponding to the disturbing yariahle can he 
reduced at the espense of increas~ng settling time. Let e.g. ne' 1, then the equa
tions serving to calculate the parameters Co and Cl are according to (33) and (34), 

i. = 0.368, 

0.368 Co Cl ..L ;, = 0.135 . 

=1. 

The solution of this system of equations is Co 

Tflu(Z) = 1 - 0.684 Z - 0.316 Z~ = (1 

Y u(Z) = 1 0.316 Z, Tsu = 2 , 

(58) 

0.68"1; Cl = 0.316 and thus 

Z) (1 + 0.316 Z) , (59) 

(60) 
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(Fig. 4, the curye marked by 3a.) 

":':'u- l.I33c~ . 

The transfer function of the pulse compensators is 

D (Z) = _ 0.151 --'-___ --'--"--_1_3_. 9_5_2_Z __ I_._65_6_Z_~_> -'---__ -'-
1 K 0.718 Z) (1 -+- 0.316 Z) 

DAZ) = - 4.541 1 

W 
!lu t 

a8 

{),6 

0,2 

o 

-0,2 

- O,~ 

1 

",,2 ~ ,. 
..::dJ,rl/,'1 

e3 11,2 

Fig. 4 

1,0 

0,8 

0,6 

0," 

0,2 
0, 

7.968 Z3 

6 
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(61) 

(62) 

(63 ) 

These are of a some"what more complicated structure than in the preyious case, 
but aTe simpleI' than the tI'ansfer function cOfl'esponding to a single pulse 
compensator. 

At the expense of inCl'easing settling time, the statistical erroI' can further 
be reduced. 

For the sake of comparison "we have dra-wn in Fig. 4 also the change 
of the controlled variable in a system "which is ripple-free in respect to the 
disturbing variable. Curve 2b represents the case of minimum settling time, 
while curve 3b the one paI'ameter reduction of the statistical error. In Figs. 3 
and 4 the statistical errors corresponding to the various cases were drawn. 

5. Conclusions 

In the following a system "which was not designed separately for the dis
tmbing variable (Chapter 2, Fig. 1) will be named K-system, while a system com
pensated for the disturbing variable (Chapter 3, Fig. 2) K-system. In accord-
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ance with theoretical considerations and 'with the example the following con
clusions can be drawn. 

1. Both in the J'I- and the K-system the settling time is finite '\'ith respect 
to the disturbing variable. 

2. The settling tjme Tsu corresponding to the disturbing variable is 
identical with the settling time corresponding to the reference input in the 

:X-system, 'while in the K-system it can be selccted independently. Accordingly 
the K-system is more advantageous, since a possibly 10 .. .- value is desirable 
in the case of Ts[;, while for Ts often a higher value is allo'wed so as to satisfy 
other requirements. 

3. In the N-system the limit ordinal number of the disturbing variable 
is identical with that of the reference input, while in the K-syste'm mu can 
be .selected independently. Generally, the choice of mu = I is satisfactory. 
If m > I, the advantage of the N-system obtained in this way is only apparent, 
since considerable oscillations produced by the disturbing variable of step 
form mean an increased disadvantage. 

4. The N-system is ripple-free from the aspect of the disturbing variable 
only in the case when it is ripple-free from the aspect of the reference input 
as well. In the K-system the absence of ripples can be separately ensured for 
the disturbing variable. 

5. In the N-svstem the statistical error caused bv the stochastic disturb-. "' 
ing variable can be influenced only to a small extent. In the K-system the 
statistical error is considerably lower than even in the simplest case. 

6. The N-system only contains one pulse compensator, "hile the K-system 
two. The transfer function of these two compensators is generally of a simpler 
build-up, accordingly their realization is generally more easy. Nevertheless, 
this is the only drawback of the K-system. 

7. From the point of view of calculation technique, the designing of the 
E.-system does not necessitate considerably more work. 

Dpon considering the above aspects, the following final conclusion can 
be drawn. If the disturbing variable arising at the output of the control system 
is considerable, then it is worth reducing its effect by the application of two 
pulse compensators. It should be decided in every case whether compensation 
should be made first of all for the step signal (short settling time, absence 
of ripples), or for the stochastic signal (low statistical error). 

Summary 

In sampled-data control systems with finite settling time the settling time is finite also 
ill the case of a step-like disturbing variable arising at the output. If two pulse compensators 
are applied in accordance with HUNG, then the effect of the disturbing variable can be in
fluenced independently of the reference input. A method has been given for determining the 
transfer function of pulse compensators. The system designed in this way has a finite settling 
time, both with respect to the reference input and the disturbing variable, further in the case 
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of known statistical characteristics (auto correlation function) of these signals the statistical 
erorr is minimum. The drawback of this system is that two pulse compensators must be ap
plied. However, it is advantageous that the transient and the stationary behaviour is much 
more favourahle with respect to the disturbing variable. 
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